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Career change after the PhD
Switching to a scientific project manager position
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Working as a PM: the research centre
• The European Genome-phenome Archive (Barcelona, SP - Cambridge, UK)


The EGA is a service for permanent archiving and sharing of all types of personally 
identifiable genetic and phenotypic data resulting from biomedical research projects.


In Barcelona, we are affiliated with the Centre for 
Genomic Regulation. We participate in over 15 
international research projects where we bring our 
expertise in:


- data management;


- data access and security;


- data discovery;


- metadata standards.

https://ega-archive.org/about/international-projects-and-partnerships
https://ega-archive.org/about/international-projects-and-partnerships


Working as a PM: the position
• My main role, as a scientific project manager, is to liaise between clinical research centres 

and hospitals, to understand their needs in terms of data storage, management, discovery, 
and access, with our team to adapt our service in order to better serve the scientific and 
clinical community. 


• Specifically, my tasks encompass:


• Organising and driving meetings with clinical and research partners


• Leading working groups (e.g. to improve metadata standards)


• Creating and adopting data models for specific fields (e.g. oncology)


• Writing papers / Giving talks


• Outreach



Working as a PM: the profile
• Interests and work ethics


• Being very collaborative — rather than competitive


• “Jack of all trades, master of none”


• 40h/week with no extra time except for conferences


• Skills (developed in our PhD ;)


• Very strong organisational skills


• Very good “people skills”


• Attention to detail


• Good writing — and especially editing — skills


• Ability to work autonomously


• The rest can be learned ;)



Applying as a PM: tailoring the docs

Page 1. Functional resume Page 2. Chronological resume



Applying as a PM: tailoring the docs

Work philosophy

Concrete examples from my PhD

General overview of my profile 

and achievements

“Soft” skills



Applying as a PM: the online presence
I focused on LinkedIn (but since then I have been developing my activity on GitHub)


• Build a profile for the job you want to have


• Showcase your PhD experience as work, not studies


• Curate the CV part, include key words that are present in job ads


• Make meaningful connexions of people who works in a related positions


• Talk to these people: I had various conversations where they explained the job, read 
my resume etc: it’s incredibly useful and they might even tell you about an open 
position you did not know about!



Applying as a PM: the online interviews
I had three interviews for this specific position


• One initial one with the team lead (20 mins)


• One with managers, members of the team, and the team lead (1h)


• One with the team lead and the EGA director (1h)


A few tips


• Pay a lot of attention to how you treat the future team and the admin staff by email


• Connect early, make sure mike and video work fine!


• Do not give up on body language even though it’s not a very organic situation



Thank you!


